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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: KwiKom Communication's fiber-optic project proposal for the Cities of Pomona and Quenemo and the surrounding rural community will construct scalable, future-ready fiber-optic infrastructure capable of delivering fiber-optic internet to every home, business, and anchor institution in the proposed area that chooses to subscribe. This fiber-optic project will bring symmetrical service offerings ranging from 100/100MBPS minimum to 1,000/1,000MBPS maximum. DIA, L2, and build-to-suit customizable options will also be available. This project will connect two unserved communities in rural Franklin and rural Osage County.
	2: Pomona, KS is in far west central Franklin county in east central Kansas. Pomona has a population of 1,232 and is located on K-68, 10 miles west of Ottawa, KS and Interstate 35. Quenemo, KS is in far east central Osage county, a rural county in east central Kansas located along K-68 6 miles west of Pomona. Quenemo has a population of 382. KwiKom's fiber-optic internet proposal will deliver symmetrical internet packages up to 1 Gbps to every home, business, and anchor institution within the city limits of both communities and in the outlying rural community. This build will deliver fiber-optic internet to 529 households and 86 anchor institutions (including businesses) in Quenemo and Pomona, and will also serve 189 rural households near these communities. KwiKom is proud to partner with the City of Quenemo and the City of Pomona, both of which have made a co-investment commitment for matching funds to make this project a reality.  
	3: KwiKom's fiber-optic proposal will achieve several important goals for this unserved area. As the support letters and supporting data show, the need for affordable, usable broadband is real, and this project will not only finally solve the current needs of both cities and the rural areas around them, but will allow for and encourage future development here. The schools in both Quenemo and Pomona will benefit from the presence of affordable, locally operated fiber, as will their students, who will have access to reliable, high-speed internet both on campus and at home. The presence of affordable fiber will open up economic opportunities on multiple levels--from allowing current residents to pursue remote work to attracting remote workers who want to live in a more rural setting; from helping existing businesses build their profile and more efficiently conduct commerce to attracting new businesses who can take advantage of affordable development sites and existing vacancies.   
	4: KwiKom's proposal will bring fiber to every address within the city limits of both Quenemo and Pomona as well as the outlying rural areas, which will collectively cover 718 households, 11 anchor institutions, and 75 businesses. Additionally, this fiber project will be constructed with future development in mind, and will be scalable to meet any future annexations and developments that may arrive.  
	5: In the short term, Quenemo, Pomona, and the surrounding rural area in Franklin and Osage County will finally be able to access true high-speed broadband through a fiber-optic network. Businesses will be able to operate without interruption or wondering if their internet will work correctly, or at all, on any given day. If there is another health crisis that forces students to school from home, they will have the tools to do so without falling behind due to lack of critical access. Tele-health providers will be able to interface with patients, remote workers will be able to get their work done, first responders will be able to communicate more quickly and reliably, and public institutions will have access to the fastest internet available. The scalable design of this infrastructure will allow both cities and the surrounding rural area to be competitive for business and residential development for years to come, and give the cities the flexibility to make long-term comprehensive plans knowing that fast internet is readily available for any future project proposals.


